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                    Properly leftwing
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                    Showing our colours:

                    Labour, Technology, Environment
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                    consistent neutrality!
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                    have your pessimism resolved!
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                    Interesting, current topics
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                    Swiss workers movement
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                    Workers and Familybusinesses
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                    Standing up for the interests of the people!
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                    Active in the streets!
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                    Leftwing tradition and culture
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    Video



	
A rational alternative for disappointed voters!



Consistent neutrality, not Skyshield!



Africa stands up for itself and the west is shaking



Traditional Leftists do no identity politics!
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Exchange with the Chicago Workers School
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Consistent instead of cooperative neutrality 
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Sympathiser

As a sympathiser you can attend most general meetings, stall actions, demonstrations, educational events and other events free of charge. 

You can voice your opinion and ask as many questions as you like.

You just don't have the right to vote.

Just sign up in the form below and you're ready to go!
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Regular member

If you want to support us, you should become a member or simply a donor.


Just 10 CHF or more is enough to cover material costs or further activities.

As a regular member you don't always have to be present and you can also support us financially.

You have voting rights and can also make a difference in the party.


Einfach unten im Formular anmelden und schon gehts los!
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Full member

Full members are members who want to be active and have time for the party.

This status is achieved through promotion as a regular member when they have proven themselves accordingly.


Full members are also expected to attend BKP courses on traditional left theory.

Full members can hold various offices in the party and help shape the party.


Simply sign up in the form below and off you go!
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            Jason Banyer

        
        
				Position:
				
Party Education
International Relations
Actor


				Occupation:
Information technology
				Hobbies:
				
Music, YouTube, Friends, Reading, Cooking and Dancing

				Motivation:
				
As a patriot I see it as a duty to serve my country and my people.

				Switzerland has given me a lot and now I want to give back
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				Der Berater			

        
        
				Position:
Mediadirector

				Occupation: 
Information technology

				Hobbies:

				Programming, technology, debating, project help


				Motivation:

				As a humanitarian, I see it as my duty to, 

            to help as many people as possible and to care for our environment.
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            Stephanie Beere

        
        
			Position:
Action Organiser
Actor

			Occupation:
Information technology

			Hobbies:
			Painting, Series, bicycle

			Motivation:

			-
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          Contact        

        
          E-Mail:
          
            bkp.partei@gmail.com
          
        


        
          Facebook:
          
            facebook.com/buezer.und.kmu.partei/
          
        

        
          Instagram:
           bkpschweiz ,
           buezerundkmupartei ,
          
            bkpzuerich
          
        

        
          YouTube:
          
            buezerundkmuparteischweiz2070
          
        

        

        
          Mediensprecher:
           Jason Banyer
        

        
          Zentralsekretariat:
          Aathal ZH
        

        

        
          Donation details        

        
          IBAN:
           CH60 0900 0000 1581 0867 8, Proletariat Schweiz, Glattpark(Opfikon) 
        

        
          BIC:
          POFICHBEXXX
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